~ Astro Overview for June 2019 ~
By Elizabeth Jones * Starpathways.com

Greetings! Welcome to The Monthly Beacon for June! If
you're new to TMB it is a concise overview of the months’
key astrological events and influences. Please feel free to
share with others.
>If you would like to receive a notification for when each
Beacon is ready you can sign-up for those here:
https://starpathways.com/spw-sign-up/
In Light ~Elizabeth

Overview: Key themes & areas of focus for the month
“Mercury (ruler of Gemini) is the negotiator between the conscious and unconscious mind
because its powers of thought support the recognition and understanding of the
images and messages of the unconscious." ~ Hajo Banzhaf
June is a very dynamic and active month bringing lots of information, perhaps more than we
really want. This barrage of info is being fueled by several astro-aspects, some challenging your ability to
discern the truth from non-truths. A key to navigating this month is to question what doesn’t intuitively feel
quite right or make sense. Best to hold off on making decisions or taking action until you get the intuitive go
ahead to move forward. Thank goodness there will be a good dose of cosmic help along these lines...one of
these times being the New Moon on the 3rd (see below). •The 13th to the 21st is pretty dicey as there are
several things going on during this time: Mercury conjunct Mars opposite Saturn (14th>18th) and then
immediately following they are opposite Pluto. This is a volatile time so try not to over react, get angry or take
things too personally. Mercury opposite Saturn (18th>21st) adds a more serious feeling to the air but can also
be very pragmatic and help with staying focused. The Full Moon (on the 17th) takes place right in the middle
of all this adding another layer of complexity to the mix. Important to do those things that keep you grounded
and centered during this time. Boundaries may need to be drawn! I should add that there is a very aggressive,
even militaristic energy present now...sigh. •21st: Neptune stations retrograde until 11/27 in the midst of all
this, which brings some confusion and chaos making it a challenge to stay centered and focused. You may
feel weary for a few days—rest as needed. It's helpful to remember that the cosmic agenda for when Neptune
is retrograde is to connect with and commit to practices that are renewing and that deepen your connection to
Spirit bringing greater peace of mind. Mercury will be trining Neptune during this station which opens the
mind to the mystical energies present now. So in the midst of all the chaos and turmoil there will be help and
guidance for those who seek it. Be on the lookout for messages as there will be many though they may be
subtle and/or hidden in a problem you’re facing or in song lyrics, your dreams or other ways. •Qualities to
develop/focus on this month: Listening carefully to others as well as to yourself. Recognizing and accepting
the truth once it becomes clear. Embracing different ways of perceiving your life situations through attitude
adjustments that often result in new solutions and options presenting themselves. •What to be careful of:
Resisting or discounting new (valid) input; mental "chatter" that overshadows truth. Over-thinking can result in
becoming anxious or worried. Take breaks from the news and social media! << •A note about JULY: Much of
what’s happening in June is leading us up to the eclipses next month. Also Mercury goes retrograde on the
7th. More next month! >> Note: My new offering is in the works and coming soon. Watch for updates!
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•What to be grateful for: Your increased
willingness to be open-minded and flexible
allowing you to better understand some key area(s)
of your life. Gaining insights that expand your
horizons and options. •What special opportunities
to look for this month: Linking the lower and
higher mind. Clearing out negativity and old
thought forms and beliefs thus creating new
positive thought patterns. Being open and more
flexible. Adjusting your attitudes/positions.

....................................
31st>3rd~Balsamic Moon Phase occurs 3+ days
before the NM and is the most mystical time of
month. It's easier to perceive gateways and portals
now and to connect with what is deeply
meaningful to you at a soul level.
3rd~New Moon in 12˚34' Gemini at 3:02 am PT
•Heightens mental activity. Important and/or
meaningful communications, insights and
information occur—pay attention! Can bring
clarity and exciting ideas while improving your
attitude and outlook. This NM can bring
inspiration and much needed clarity opening the
way for you to make choices that align you with
your souls intentions for this time.
-17th~Full Moon at 25˚53' Sagittarius at 1:31 am
PT •Honesty, ethics and integrity are very
important now. Saturn—the Lord of Karma—is a
big player now making it super important to check
you moral compass often. Decisions made and
actions taken have longer than normal
consequences. Choose them with mindfulness!
Cosmic Timing is in play encouraging you not to
rush into things. Spiritually this FM is about gaining
greater freedom through insights and wisdom.

....................................
Spiritual Focus for the Month: Key themes:
During this month there will be opportunities to
strengthen your connection to your higher self
where innovative solutions, significant insights and
greater peace of mind can be found, even in these
turbulent times. Gemini is: “The Light of
Interplay,” showing us the basic duality—the
relationship between spirit and form. ~Esoteric
Astrologer-Malvin Atley Affirmation: My mind is
open and spacious so that I may perceive the
highest truth possible.

....................................
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:: June Events ::
5/31 to 6/3 Mystical Balsamic Moon Phase
<See info on this doc.
6/3 New Moon at 12˚34' Gemini at 3:02 am PT
<See info on this doc.
6/4 Mercury enters Cancer until 6/26 Your thoughts and
feelings tend to merge into one process allowing you to make
decisions and actions based on both. You may feel more
impressionable than usual and extra-sensitive to your
environment. Increases nostalgia and melancholy. Heightens
intuition. Trust your instincts.
6/8 Venus enters Gemini until 7/3 Venus here enhances
and encourages all social activities. The desire to connect
and share is especially strong. Can add a lighter touch to
your conversations. Will help to lighten things up a bit which
can help to navigate the intensity of the aspects taking place
mid-month (see next and above).

6/13-14 Mars trine Neptune & opposite Saturn
This opposition can trigger anger and frustration. Avoid
being impulsive/reactive. The trine reminds you to let
go of pride and ego in your interactions...especially
with the energies being volatile. Be the peacemaker!
6/16 Jupiter square Neptune This is the 2nd of 3 times
this aspect occurs in 2019. You can read my article
about this influence and its “cosmic agenda” here:
https://tinyurl.com/y2tvb2m8
6/17 Full Moon at 25˚53' Sagittarius at 1:31 am PT
<See info on this doc.
6/19 Mars opposite Pluto Very dynamic and volatile
few days. Avoid sensitive topics. May feel frustrated or
impatient. Doing a specific task or project that requires
perseverance and a strong focus helps to divert this
energy into something positive.
6/21 Neptune stations retrograde until 11/27
See above.
6/21 Sun enters Cancer until 7/22 Brings emphasis to:
Your home base, family, foundations and need for
security. Strong emotions and passions come to the
surface. You may feel vulnerable and/or ultra-sensitive.
A lot is going on below the surface. Don't believe
everything you see or hear. Trust your inner knowing
and instincts. Practice compassion and self-care.
6/26 Mercury enters Leo until 7/19 This can stimulate
your imagination and creativity. The desire to express
yourself and be heard increases. Lively and dynamic
conversations occur more frequently. Avoid being
melodramatic, arrogant and/or prideful. Don’t make
mountains out of molehills!
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